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Potential decarbonization of the global trucking, shipping and aviation sectors by 2050 could be achieved by 
replacing fossil fuels with sustainable hydrogen fuels (SHF). We develop a dynamic cost model and apply it to 
Norway, considered an early adopter of sustainable transport. Modelling the value chains from electricity and 
fuel production to fuel consumption for long-haul trucking, short-sea shipping and short-haul aviation allows 
us to compare the changes in competition from SHF versus fossil fuel use. Outlining the total costs of 
ownership indicates that the optimal SHF choices are hydrogen for long-haul trucking, ammonia for short-
sea shipping, and hydrocarbon eFuel for short-haul aviation. Although the optimal SHF choices do not change 
the cost rankings across the freight transport modes, short-sea shipping has the strongest transport cost 
sensitivity (+232%, 2020; +41%, 2050), followed by short-haul aviation (+138%, 2020; +36%, 2050) and long-
haul trucking (+66%, 2020; +8%, 2050).  
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Achieving net zero emissions by 20501,2 represents a significant challenge for the global trucking3–6, shipping4,7–

10 and aviation4,11–13 sectors. Unlike the continuous improvements in battery storage technology for passenger 

and light-duty vehicles4,14, only fossil fuels meet the considerable technical and economic requirements4,9,11,14–16 

of most truck, ship and plane traffic. Hence with the regulatory banishment2 of greenhouse gas emissions 

(GHG), there is widespread interest in using sustainable hydrogen fuels (SHF) - not only due to more efficient 

land use and scalability compared to biofuels4,14. Produced from renewable energy sources, water, and optionally 

carbon dioxide14 or nitrogen17 captured from the atmosphere, the respective fuels are hydrogen18 (eH, 

eHydrogen), hydrocarbon fuels14,15 (eF, eFuel) and ammonia17 (eA, eAmmonia); the e stands for renewable, 

electricity-based fuels. eFuel can be used in existing combustion engines, whereas eH and eA depend on 

electrochemical conversion in fuel cells16,19 or adjustments4 in combustion engines and fuel tanks. The most 

promising technical fuel pathways are eH and eF for long-haul trucking3–5, eH, eF and eA for short-sea 

shipping4,7–10,20 and eH and eF for short-haul aviation4,11–13 as shown in Figure 1. 

 

SHF use, however, is cost-intensive. Previous studies investigate the value chains illustrated in Figure 1 in regard 

to the eH18,21–23, eA17,23,24 and eF14,15,23,25 costs, costs of decarbonizing trucking3,6,26–28, shipping7–9,20 and aviation11–

13, and the technical usability of alternative fuels4. While most transport studies rely on various sources of 

external fuel costs3,4,7,9,11,13,20,26,27 or focus on one mode3,6–9,11–13,20,26,27, a reliable cost comparability of fuels and 

transport modes only occurs with uniform assumptions of the value chains’ horizontal and vertical dimensions.  

To understand the economic changes while decarbonizing long-haul trucking, short-sea shipping and short-

haul aviation, this paper describes a dynamic cost model. Its 140 parameters can be tailored to local conditions 

with reference to renewable energy production (electricity and SHF), distribution (tank ship, tank truck, storage, 

fuel station) and the use in the trucking, shipping and aviation sectors. The results show that while each mode 

Figure 1 Three value chains of fuel supply and consumption. Adjusting the dynamic cost model to account for different sources of sustainable 
electricity generation, fuel production and distribution obtains the levelized cost of fuel (LCOF) and the levelized cost of transport (LCOT) for the 
trucking, shipping and aviation. (Source: own illustration) 
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has optimal SHF choices, the market competitiveness of sustainable transport cannot be achieved by 2050. 

Compared to current fossil-based transport without government intervention, shipping has the strongest 

transport cost sensitivity (+232%, 2020; +41%, 2050), followed by aviation (+138%, 2020; +36%, 2050) and 

trucking (+66%, 2020; +8%, 2050). The alternative fuels do not change the cost rankings of transport modes. 

The type of renewable electricity generation, however, will impact early decarbonization. 

Model framework 

We can accommodate the dynamic cost model to local conditions with reference to energy production 

(electricity and SHF), fuel distribution (tank ship, tank truck, storage, fuel station) and transport needs 

(trucking, shipping, aviation). We apply technology and cost data for 140 parameters. We assume the cost of all 

production components at industrial scale and increasing market diffusion, following the literature14–16,18,29. 

Hence, strong scaling and learning effects for all components shape the collected cost curves. We apply our 

model to Norway, which depends on all three transport modes due to its long coastline, rough terrain and 

dispersed population32. Norway also has excellent renewable energy potential. We neglect the option of fuel 

import from other countries15,17,23,25 with high wind and sun potential and focus on domestic production.  

Based on equations (1) and (2) below, we calculate the levelized cost of electricity30,31 (LCOeEl) for offshore wind, 

onshore wind and hydropower (step 1), fuel options (LCOF) (step 2) and cross-mode heavy-duty transport 

(LCOT) (step 3), with the LCOX levelized cost of an arbitrary process X (for example, wind power, electrolysis, 

transport), Capexx capital expenditures of X, UCRF universal capital recovery factor, Opexx,fix fixed operational 

expenditures of X per year, Qx annual outcome quantity of X and Opexx,var variable operational expenditures of 

X per outcome unit. We set the weighted average cost of capital (WACC) to 6 % over N as the specific lifetime 

of X.  

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥∗𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈+𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥,𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥

𝑄𝑄𝑥𝑥
+ 𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶,𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣       (1) 

𝑈𝑈𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 =  𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶∗(1+𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶)𝑁𝑁

(1+𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶)𝑁𝑁−1
                   (2) 

 

 Several technologies face high uncertainties in our cost estimations, so we implement a range of cost values to 

investigate the model’s sensitivity in a best- and worst-case scenario and a base-case scenario. See Figures 2–7 

in the sections on levelized costs. We analyse the electricity, fuel and transport costs in five-year increments 

from 2020 to 2050. We do not include taxes and subsidies for fossil and sustainable alternatives. We assume that 

eH and eA are used in fuel cells and that fossil fuel (fF, fFuel) and eF are used in mode-specific internal 
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combustion engines. We consider costs of necessary replacements of components, such as fuel cells, over the 

vehicle’s lifetime by assuming proportionally higher CAPEX. We compare the final results for fuels in € per kWh 

and for transport in € per tonne-kilometre. Results of transport cost based on the energy source “onshore wind” 

are shown in the main text. Results based on offshore wind and hydro power are in the appendix. See Table 1 

below and the supplementary information (SI) for the details. 

 

Levelized cost of electricity 

We calculate the levelized cost of electricity for Norway’s locally available renewable energy sources. We neglect 

solar power because it is not a significant source of electricity generation in Norway. For offshore wind, we use 

data from ‘Sørlige Nordsjø II’ in the North Sea with full load hours of 4,400 h/a32, and consider a fee25 for grid 

connection to the mainland. For onshore wind, we use a representative location on the Norwegian coastline 

with full load hours of 3,200 h/a33. For large hydropower, we use data from “Aura” in Mid-Norway assuming 

full load hours of 7,000 h/a25,34 and do not consider a further potential in cost decrease25,35. See the levelized cost 

(LCOeEl) in Figure 2A.  

Levelized cost of eHydrogen 

Sustainable hydrogen is produced in electrolysers using renewable electricity to split water into hydrogen and 

oxygen. Burning the hydrogen in fuel cells releases most of the energy input as electricity. Thus, the hydrogen 

acts as an energy carrier with a high gravimetric (33.33 kWhLHV/kg4) but low volumetric energy density (2.359 

 2020 2035 2050 

Wind offshore; onshore 
Full load hours 

€3,200 kWel
-1; €1,500 kWel

-1 

h4,400 a-1;  h3,200 a-1 
€2,000 kWel

-1; €1,030 kWel
-1 

h4,400 a-1;  h3,200 a-1 
€1,650 kWel

-1; €950 kWel
-1 

h4,400 a-1;  h3,200 a-1 

Hydropower  
Full load hours 

€2,350 kWel
-1 

h7,000 a-1 

Electrolysis €1,100 kWel
-1 €525 kWel

-1 €330 kWel
-1 

eH liquefaction 
[electricity demand] 

€2,300 kWH2
-1 

[kWhel 0.36kWhH2] 
€1,255 kWH2

-1 

[kWhel 0.22kWhH2] 
€700 kWH2

-1 

[kWhel 0.21kWhH2] 

eFuel synthesis €800 kWfuel
-1 €525 kWfuel

-1 €400 kWfuel
-1 

CO2 costs €460 t-1 €135 t-1 €80 t-1 

eAmmonia synthesis €995 kWfuel
-1 

Fuel station ((fF/eF; eH) €2M; €6M €2M; €4M €2M; €3M 

Truck unit (fF/eF; eH) 
[fuel demand] 

€110k; €350k  
[kWhLHV3.2 km-1; kWhLHV2.98 
km-1] 

€110k; €150k  
[kWhLHV3.2 km-1; kWhLHV2.75 km-1] 

€110k; €140k  
[kWhLHV3.2 km-1; kWhLHV 2.69 km-1] 

Ship (fF/eF; eA; eH) 
[fuel demand] 

€50M; -; -  
[kWhLHV498 km-1; -; -] 

€50M; €100M; €100M  
[kWhLHV498 km-1; kWhLHV411 km-1; 
kWhLHV411 km-1] 

€50M; €60M; €65M 
[kWhLHV498 km-1; kWhLHV400 km-1; 
kWhLHV400 km-1] 

Aircraft (fF/eF; eH) 
[fuel demand] 

€50M; -  
[kWhLHV38.8 km-1; -] 

€50M; €125M  
[kWhLHV38.8 km-1; kWhLHV38.8 km-1] 

€50M; €65M  
[kWhLHV38.8 km-1; kWhLHV38.8 km-1] 

Table 1 Main input variables. Base case scenario, see SI for the details.  
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kWhLHV/lliquid
4). Polymer electrolyte membrane and alkaline-based electrolyser types are commercially available. 

We assume an average value15 for both types. The electrolyser only works when electricity is being produced and 

thus it has the same full load hours as the chosen electricity source. Ensuring a consistent operation of 

subsequent process steps the hydrogen produced is buffered and stored in underground lined rock caverns36–38. 

For the distribution of eH, the gas is liquified at -252.8 °C using a cryopump system37. The energy-intensive 

process requires stable, renewable electricity37 supplied by the Norwegian grid. For all modes,  tank ships15,23 

transport the first part of the fuel distribution (~500 km) to ports and seaside airports along the Norwegian 

coast. For the trucking mode,  tank trucks15,22 transport the second part to the fuel stations inland (~150 km). 

We include a liquid hydrogen buffer to decouple supply and demand. The eHydrogen deliveries are handed over 

to the local refueling infrastructure. See the levelized cost (LCOeH) in Figure 2B.  

Levelized cost of eAmmonia 

The shipping sector is also interested in eAmmonia9 due to its favourable liquid handling under -33°C4, and 

lower gravimetric (5,28 kWhLHV/kg19) but higher volumetric (3.19 kWhLHV/lliquid
19) energy density. The feedstock 

hydrogen is stored in underground lined rock caverns. To produce eAmmonia, a second reactant nitrogen is 

captured from the atmosphere. The Haber-Bosch process transforms hydrogen and nitrogen to ammonia with 

subsequent liquefaction, a mature, common technology used in fertiliser production17. The energy-intensive 

process requires stable, renewable electricity23 supplied by the Norwegian grid. We include a liquid ammonia 

buffer to decouple supply and demand. As a maritime fuel, only tank ships23 transport eA to ports (~500 km) 

along the Norwegian coast. The eAmmonia deliveries are ready to be handed over to the end-use ship. See the 

levelized cost (LCOeA) in Figure 2C. 

Levelized cost of eFuel 

In eFuel production we do not distinguish between hydrocarbon end products (diesel, heavy fuel oil, jet fuel)14. 

We neglect the fuel alternative methane because its possible leakage contributes to global warming4. Synthetic 

hydrocarbons are near-identical copies of fossil fuels for use as blending or substitution in modern internal 

combustion engines4,15. Their molecular structure of carbon and hydrogen offers a very high gravimetric (~11.5 

kWhLHV/kg4) and volumetric (~10 kWhLHV/lliquid
4) energy density similar to their fossil counterparts. The 

feedstock hydrogen is stored in underground lined rock caverns. To produce eFuel, a second reactant carbon is 

captured from the atmosphere15,39. We assume a CO2 direct air capture plant based on low-temperature solid 

sorbent technology40 that filters CO2 from the ambient air. The hydrocarbon synthesis transforms carbon and 
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hydrogen to synthetic crude oil, followed by upgrading to the desired end product15,23,25. The energy-intensive 

process requires stable, renewable electricity23 supplied by the Norwegian grid. The distribution of eF follows 

the same procedure as for eH, but benefits from easy handling and storage without cooling or pressurizing. We 

include an eF buffer to decouple supply and demand.  The eFuel deliveries are handed over to the local refueling 

infrastructure. See the levelized cost (LCOeF) in Figure 2D.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Levelized cost of eElectricity [A], eHydrogen [B], eAmmonia [C] and eFuel [D] considering different renewable 
electricity sources 2020-2050. The electricity costs calculated in A negatively affect the fuel costs in B, C and D.  The electrolysis 
and liquefaction costs negatively affect the eHydrogen cost (note: ~50% cost reduction potential for eH until 2050). The CO2 direct 
air capture cost and low energy efficiency in production negatively affect the eFuel cost. Comparatively, the cheaper cost of nitrogen 
and liquefaction positively affects the eAmmonia cost. Shown distribution costs only include 500 km ship distribution. The error 
bars show the maximum uncertainty included for the selected parameters. See SI for the details. (Source: own illustration)  
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Levelized cost of transport: long-haul trucking  

For long-haul trucking, we assume a common 40 tonne semi-truck4 with truck unit and separate cargo semi-

trailer, investigate compressed eH and eF (Figure 1) and compare them to the fF, truck diesel. We assume a fuel 

station network with all stations having a maximal fuel output of 43 GWh/a and we add their levelized costs to 

the LCOF. For eHydrogen, we calculate the fuel station costs with an increasing utilization rate, 70%, 85% and 

100% in 2020, 2035 and 2050, respectively. We assume a fuel-cell truck with 700 bar storage tanks4 and an 

increasing fuel cell efficiency5,16. For fF and eF, we assume identical trucks with internal combustion engine and 

a constant fuel demand. To determine the total cost of ownership per tonne-kilometre, we consider additional 

costs to deliver freight by long-haul trucking. See the levelized cost (LCOTT) in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3 Levelized cost of transport trucking (LCOTT) considering fossil fuel (fF), eHydrogen (eH) and eFuel (eF) as fuel options based on 
electricity from onshore wind. In the first years, high Capex and hydrogen fuel costs affect the eH case, but as the costs decrease over time, 
hydrogen trucks become almost as competitive as the fF trucks. Fuel costs affect the eF case, having the same vehicle Capex as the fF case. All 
costs without taxes and subsidies. Error bars show the maximum uncertainties of fuel costs and vehicle technologies. See SI for the details. 
(Source: own illustration) 
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Levelized cost of transport: short-sea shipping  

For short-sea shipping we assume an internationally representative midsized container ship with 9,450 dead-

weight tonnes and an installed power of 7,200 kW41. We investigate the use of eH, eA and eF and compare them 

to fF, heavy fuel oil (HFO). The analysed fuels are all directly bunkered (tank ship to end-use ship) to avoid 

additional refuelling infrastructure. For fF and eF, we assume identical ships and a constant fuel demand4,8,9. For 

eH and eA, we assume fuel-cell ships with liquid fuel storage4,8,9 and increasing fuel cell efficiency16 to be available 

by 20309. To determine the total cost of ownership per tonne-kilometre, we consider additional costs to deliver 

freight by short-sea shipping. See the levelized cost (LCOTS) in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 Levelized cost of transport shipping (LCOTS) considering fossil fuel (fF), eHydrogen (eH), eAmmonia (eA) and eFuel (eF) as fuel 
options based on electricity from onshore wind. The eH and eA cases are assumed to be available only as of 2035.  High Capex and fuel costs 
affect the eH and eA case, but as the costs decrease over time, both options become more attractive. Fuel costs affect the eF case, which uses the 
same vehicle Capex as the fF case. In the mid-term, eFuel-based shipping potentially is a bridge technology, but less so in the later years. All costs 
without taxes and subsidies. Error bars show the maximum uncertainties of fuel costs and vehicle technologies. See SI for the details. (Source: 
own illustration) 
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Levelized cost of transport: short-haul aviation 

For short-haul aviation we assume a plane with 73.5t maximum take-off weight and a maximum payload of 20 

tonnes, comparable to a narrow-body freighter A3204,42.  We investigate the use of eH and eF and compare it to 

fF, jet A-1. The analysed fuels are all directly bunkered (tank truck to aircraft) to avoid additional refuelling 

infrastructure13. For fF and eFuel, we assume an identical aircraft and constant fuel demand. The use of eF is 

assumed as a 100% fF substitution (no fuel blending). For eH, we assume an aircraft with modified jet engines 

and liquid hydrogen tanks to be available by 203543. We consider the same fuel consumption for hydrogen 

engines13 but reduce the payload capacity by 25% due to the volume and mass of cryotanks4,11,13. To determine 

the total cost of ownership per tonne-kilometre, we consider additional costs to deliver freight by short-haul 

aviation. See the levelized cost (LCOTA) in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 Levelized cost of transport aviation (LCOTA) considering fossil fuel (fF), eHydrogen (eH) and eFuel (eF) as fuel options based on 
electricity from onshore wind. The eH case is assumed to be available only as of 2035. Limited cargo space, high Capex and hydrogen fuel costs 
affect the eH case, with clear cost disadvantages up to 2050. Fuel costs affect the eF case, which uses the same aircraft Capex as the fF case. Due 
to limited fuel options with comparable energy density for aviation, eFuel has long-term potential if the market ramp-up and cost decreases occur 
as expected. All costs without taxes and subsidies. Error bars show the maximum uncertainties of fuel costs and vehicle technologies. See SI for 
the details. (Source: own illustration) 
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Competitiveness within the three transport modes 

Figure 6 shows the three modes’ preferred SHF choices and the 

respective transport cost sensitivity (percentual cost change due to 

fuel choice) compared to fF until 2050 based on figures 3, 4 and 5. 

The details are as follows. 

Decarbonizing short-haul aviation by using eF early has a 

transport cost sensitivity of +138% compared to fF, and aviation 

owners are under economic pressure to achieve early GHG 

reduction goals44. Fuel costs affect the eF case having the same 

aircraft Capex as the fF case.  When eH enters the aviation market 

in 203543, the transport cost sensitivity is +138% and +77% in 

2050. Capex and hydrogen fuel costs affect the eH case in 

combination with the limited cargo space due to volume and 

weight restrictions. As the costs decrease over time, hydrogen 

aircrafts become more attractive.  Investments in hydrogen 

technology for sustainable aviation will increase transport cost in 

the mid-term and payload limitations require new operational 

practices. However, hydrogen aviation may provide beneficial 

diversification that minimizes the risk of fossil-fuel dependency if 

eF falls short of expectations. Specifically, the potential absence of 

early cost reduction of eF’s carbon supply, would put the sector 

under unique cost pressure.  

Decarbonizing long-haul trucking by using eH has a transport cost 

sensitivity of +66% in 2020 and +8% in 2050. In the first years, 

high Capex and hydrogen fuel costs affect the eH case, but as the 

costs decrease over time, hydrogen trucks become almost as 

competitive as the fF trucks. Fuel costs affect the eF case, having 

the same vehicle Capex as the fF case. Decarbonizing existing 

fleets by using eF is economically unattractive due to the 

Figure 6: Change of levelized cost of transport in 
percentages for aviation, trucking and shipping (grouped 
from top) considering fuel options based on electricity 
from onshore wind. Transport costs within and across 
modes change asymmetrically over time. Percentages 
show the cost gap of alternatives (base-case) benchmarked 
to the sector-specific fossil fuel case. Shadows show the 
maximum uncertainties of fuel costs and vehicle 
technologies (fF uncertainty represents the historical 
fluctuation of fF cost). All shown costs without taxes and 
subsidies.  (Source: own illustration) 
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dominant share of fuel cost compared to vehicle Capex in total cost of ownership and short investment cycles. 

Decarbonizing short-sea shipping by using eF early has a transport cost sensitivity of +232% compared to fF, 

and shipowners are under economic pressure to achieve early GHG reduction goals45. Fuel costs affect the eF 

case, having the same vehicle Capex as the fF case. However, with typical long-term investments of more than 

25 years8, eFuel could be attractive to decarbonize existing ship fleets. When both eA and eH enter the maritime 

market around 20309, transport cost sensitivities are +92% or +95% in 2035 and +41% or +44% in 2050, for eA 

and eH, respectively. eA-based shipping has easier fuel handling and storage4,10 but slower cost reductions for 

ammonia fuel-cells19, whereas eH-based shipping has complex fuel handling and storage4 but faster cost 

reductions for hydrogen fuel cells due to synergies with other markets16. The choice of fuel will also depend on 

its availability and handling in the international port environment.  

Competitiveness across the transport modes 

 While criteria such as transport time, frequency, payload capacity and flexibility also determine the choice of 

freight transport, asymmetric cost changes across the transport modes can jeopardize the competitiveness of 

certain use cases and can lead to modal shift. Although shipping remains the cheapest and aviation the most 

expensive mode, the introduction of alternative fuels mostly affects shipping due to today’s low cost of heavy 

fuel oil and thus the steepest cost rise toward alternative fuels. Whereas for trucking, optimal SHF choices 

increase transport cost by only a factor of about 0.66, 0.17 and 0.08 in 2020, 2035 and 2050, respectively, for 

aviation transport costs increase by a factor of about 1.38, 0.56, 0.36 and for shipping by a factor of 2.32, 0.92, 

0.41 in 2020, 2035 and 2050. Beside fuel costs, the technology Capex affect the transport modes asymmetrically. 

The integration of eH-based aviation to differentiate decarbonization options around 2035 causes an additional 

cost peak for operators. See Table 2 (Appendix) for shift-dependent changes in levelized cost of transport in € 

per tonne-kilometre within and across transport modes. 

Effects of changing electricity generation sources across the modes 

Having identified electricity as one of the most significant cost drivers, we model the effects of changing the 

renewable electricity sources for fuel production. See Figure 7 in the Appendix. Hydropower generation benefits 

all SHF because it reduces the levelized cost of transport for all fuel and mode combinations. Shipping is the 

most sensitive to the choice of electricity sources due to the most unfavourable fuel substitutes’ cost ratio (SHF 

to HFO). The use of eF mostly benefits from lower electricity costs due to the multiplicative effect of efficiency 

losses in production and consumption. The cost decrease facilitates an early business case for eF in long-haul 

trucking. Even though more hydropower generation can stimulate early SHF markets, multi-year construction 
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periods35, negative effects on local hydrologic balance46 and high energy efficiency losses particularly in eF 

production15 continue.  Offshore wind generation guarantees large quantities of electricity with high full load 

hours, but with the highest costs for decarbonizing transport. 

 
We develop a dynamic cost model to compare the levelized costs of sustainable hydrogen fuels and transport 

options for long-haul trucking, short-sea shipping and short-haul aviation and identify the economic challenges 

of decarbonizing heavy-duty transport by 2050. We apply the model to Norway, which has excellent renewable 

energy potential and is considered an early adopter of sustainable transport. We model the value chains for the 

alternative fuels, hydrogen, hydrocarbon and ammonia. We show the changes in the fuels’ competitiveness 

caused by changes in the costs of electricity generation and vehicle and fuel technology, benchmarked against 

freight transport’s fossil-based counterparts from 2020 to 2050. 

Considering onshore wind generation as potentially low-cost, we find that the three transport modes will suffer 

cost disadvantages when using sustainable hydrogen fuels compared to fossil fuels. For decarbonization, the 

results reveal the most favourable fuel choices for each mode: eHydrogen for trucking, eFuel in the early years 

and eAmmonia starting in 2030 for shipping and eFuel for aviation. The existing cost rankings are maintained 

over the time period: shipping remains the cheapest, whereas aviation is the most expensive. Shipping has the 

highest transport cost sensitivity due to the most unfavourable fuel substitutes’ cost ratio.  

Lower costs of electricity depending on the choice of renewable electricity generation significantly affects the 

levelized cost of transport. eFuel reacts most to lower electricity costs, due to the multiplicative effect of efficiency 

losses in production and consumption. Offshore wind creates the highest cost of transport. Onshore wind leads 

to lower transport costs, but strong opposition to siting limits its expansion. A restricted expansion of 

hydropower encourages early market introduction, especially for eF-based transport which depends on early 

low-cost electricity to meet a short window of opportunities.  

We conclude that by betting on learning curves and substantial cost decreases of technologies needed along the 

value chain, heavy-duty transport decarbonization by 2050 cannot be achieved. Although the cost gaps to fossil-

based transport decrease over time, we see that decarbonization pathways for freight transport are out of reach 

without government intervention. Future research is needed to identify optimal public and private support 

throughout the value chains. Evaluating asymmetric changes in transport costs and its implication on modal 

shift is another important research topic. 
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Method  

To compare fuel and transport alternatives, we apply the concept of levelized cost of energy (LCOE, equation 

3), which conventionally assigns a power plant’s total lifecycle cost (TLCC) to one unit of energy output31. TLCC 

include capital costs, fuel costs, fixed and variable operations and maintenance (O&M) costs, financing costs, 

and a utilization rate. To cover TLCC over the equipment’s financial life, LCOE represents the discounted 

average revenue per unit required to break even30  which we formulate as: 

∑ 𝑄𝑄𝑛𝑛∗𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿
(1+𝑑𝑑)𝑛𝑛

= 𝑇𝑇𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑁𝑁
𝑛𝑛=1 ,     (3) 

where Qn is the energy output per year n, d is the discount rate and N is the analysis period in years. LCOE is 

commonly used to compare and rank investment alternatives in power generation when there are different 

scales of operation, investment or operating time periods31.  

 

We generalize the formula to calculate the levelized costs of an arbitrary process throughout the value chain 

denoted as LCOX (equations 4–6). System output Q remains constant over N. Our dynamic cost model, which 

can be tailored to local conditions with reference to the value-adding processes (Figure 1) obtains the levelized 

costs of electricity (LCOEl, equation 14), fuel production with distribution (LCOF, equations 7–13) and 

transport services (LCOT, equations 15–17). We extent TLCC to total cost of ownership (TCO) where needed. 

Using a uniform capital recovery factor (UCRF) for the entire period, we reformulate and reduce the equation 

as: 

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = 𝑇𝑇𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑋𝑋∗𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈
𝑄𝑄𝑋𝑋

   ,     (4) 

where TLCCX are the total lifecycle cost of an arbitrary process X (i.e., electricity or hydrogen production) and 

Qx is the constant annual output of X per year.  

We use UCRF to calculate a uniform series of annual payments over lifetime N, which are equivalent to the 

existing TLCC31.  The interest rate is the weighted average cost of capital WACC, which is the average rate paid 

by a company to all security holders to finance assets and cover the risk of investment: 

𝑈𝑈𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 =  𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶∗(1+𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶)𝑁𝑁

(1+𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶)𝑁𝑁−1
  .     (5) 

 
We neglect inflation and assume constant operation and maintenance cost over N, disentangling TLCC into its 

components: 

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥∗𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈+𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥,𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥

𝑄𝑄𝑥𝑥
+ 𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶,𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣  ,    (6) 
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where Capexx are the capital expenditures, Opexx,fix  are the fixed operational expenditures per year and Opexx,var 

are the variable operational expenditures per output unit for an arbitrary process X. We use equation (6) to 

formulate the process-specific calculations. 

 

Levelized cost of fuel (LCOF) 

First, we apply LCOX to the levelized cost of fuel (LCOF) to compare the competitiveness of fF, eH, eA and eF. 

We disentangle LCOF in the levelized cost of fuel delivery (LCOD) and the levelized cost of fuel production 

(LCOP):  

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈 = 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 + 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿  ,     (7) 

with 

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 =  𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈 + 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 + 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓 ,      (8) 

to obtain LCOD by the levelized cost of refuelling (LCOR) plus levelized cost of fuel distribution (LCODi) and 

levelized cost of fuel buffer storage (LCOSfuel). 

We calculate LCOR by applying the LCOX pattern to fuel station R, with QR,max as the maximal fuel output at 

the fuel station per year and URR as the station’s average utilization rate:  

 

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈 =  𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅∗𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈+𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅,𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥

𝑄𝑄𝑅𝑅,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥∗𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅
  .    (9) 

 

We calculate LCODi by fuel trucks following equation (15-17), and LCODi by fuel ships and LCOSfuel applying 

literature values. 

We use equation (10-11) to obtain LCOP by the levelized cost of fuel transformation (LCOTr), plus levelized 

cost of reactants (LCOReP), plus levelized cost of hydrogen (LCOHP) for the production process P: 

 

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑇𝑇𝐿𝐿 + 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑂𝑂𝑃𝑃 + 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃 .    (10) 

 

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇∗𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈+𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇,𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥

𝑄𝑄𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇,𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹ℎ
+ 𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣,𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 + 𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶

𝜂𝜂𝑃𝑃,𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
+ 𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿

𝜂𝜂𝑃𝑃,𝐻𝐻
  .                         (11) 
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We use equation (11) to obtain LCOP by applying the LCOX pattern to a transformation process (including fuel 

synthesis and liquefaction) with QTr,Flh as the average output per year in full load hours, plus levelized cost of 

reactant (nitrogen or carbon), plus levelized cost of hydrogen (LCOH), with ɳP,Re and ɳP,H as efficiency in the 

production process. For the fuel path eH, no synthesis process and reactant are required, but here LCOTr 

describes the levelized cost of hydrogen liquefaction. 

 

We use equation (12) to obtain LCOH determined by the levelized cost of electrolysis (LCOEy) plus LCOScav as 

the hydrogen storage cost in caverns, the latter based in literature values: 

 

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 + 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣   ,     (12) 

and use equation (13) to obtain LCOEy by applying the LCOX pattern to an electrolysis process with QEy,Flh as 

the average output per year in full load hours. We use renewable electricity as the feedstock, factored as the 

levelized cost of electricity (LCOEl) with ɳEy,El as efficiency in the electrolysis process. We neglect the second 

feedstock and its water costs:  

 

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸∗𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈+𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸,𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥

𝑄𝑄𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸,𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹ℎ
+ 𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝐸𝐸,𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 + 𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓

𝜂𝜂𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸,𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹
  .  (13) 

 

We use equation (14) to obtain LCOEl by applying the LCOX pattern to a generator of renewable electricity 

(hydro, offshore wind or onshore wind) with QEl,Flh as the average output per year in full load hours. For offshore 

wind, OpexEl,var includes the grid connection cost to the mainland: 

 

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹∗𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈+𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹,𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥
𝑄𝑄𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹,𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹ℎ

+ 𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓,𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣  .                 (14) 

 

 

Levelized cost of transport (LCOT) 

We use equation (15) to obtain the levelized cost of transport LCOT by the levelized cost of vehicle (LCOV) plus 

Opexsup,var  as the supporting cost per unit. The supporting cost per unit include for example administrative, 

infrastructure fees or cargo handling costs which supplement the total cost of ownership. 
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We use equation (16) to obtain LCOV by applying the LCOX pattern to a truck, ship or plane with QV,tkm as the 

average mileage per year in tonne-kilometre. We use equation (17) to obtain QV,tkm, by AMV as the annual vehicle 

mileage, CCV,max as the maximum cargo capacity per conventional vehicle and URV as the utilization rate per 

alternative vehicle. URV is important because higher tank volumes or mass restrictions for some fuel alternatives 

can reduce cargo holds. We use the calculated fuels (fF, eH, eA, eF), factored as the levelized cost of fuel (LCOF), 

with ɳV,F as a vehicle’s fuel efficiency:  

 

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑇𝑇 = 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 + 𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶,𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣  ,     (15) 

 

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑉𝑉∗𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈+𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑉𝑉,𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥

𝑄𝑄𝑉𝑉,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚
+ 𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑉𝑉,𝑣𝑣𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 + 𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑈𝑈

ɳ𝑉𝑉,𝐹𝐹
  , and   (16) 

 

𝑄𝑄𝑉𝑉,𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉 ∗ 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑉𝑉,𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∗ 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑉𝑉   .    (17) 

 

 

Data and sensitivity analysis 

Our cost estimations have a time resolution of five years from 2020 to 2050, based on publicly available data and 

interpolations. We collect data for 140 parameters from articles in peer-reviewed scientific journals and 

frequently cited reports by consultants, agencies and industry experts, validated by practitioners. We investigate 

the uncertainties of future cost values in worst-, base- and best-case scenarios, and include them in Figures 2–7. 

Parameters considered in the sensitivity analysis are: Capex and full load hours of onshore, offshore wind and 

hydropower (full load hours only), electrolysis Capex and efficiency, CO2 direct air capture Capex, hydrocarbon 

synthesis Capex, ammonia synthesis Capex, hydrogen liquefaction Capex, and vehicle technology Capex and 

efficiency (alternatives only). See SI for the details.  
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Figure 7 Change of levelized cost of transport in percentages considering fuel alternatives for aviation, trucking and shipping due to different 
renewable energy sources, offshore wind (left), hydropower (right). Transport costs within and across modes change asymmetrically over 
time. Percentages show the cost gap of alternatives (base-case) benchmarked to the sector-specific fossil fuel case. Offshore wind power with 
highest electricity costs and hydropower with lowest significantly affect early eFuel-based transport and change the total transport cost level. 
Shadows show the maximum uncertainties of fuel costs and vehicle technologies (fF uncertainty represents the historical fluctuation of fF cost). 
All shown costs without taxes and subsidies. (Source: own illustration) 
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All values in €/tkm 

Tr
an

sp
or

t A
  

Transport B 
2020  A_fF A_eH A_eF T_fF T_eH T_eF S_fF S_eH S_eA S_eF 
A_fF 0.000   0.614 -0.393 -0.360 -0.356 -0.437     -0.420 
A_eH                     
A_eF -0.614   0.000 -1.007 -0.973 -0.970 -1.051     -1.033 
T_fF 0.393   1.007 0.000 0.034 0.037 -0.044     -0.026 
T_eH 0.360   0.973 -0.034 0.000 0.003 -0.077     -0.060 
T_eF 0.356   0.970 -0.037 -0.003 0.000 -0.080     -0.063 
S_fF 0.437   1.051 0.044 0.077 0.080 0.000     0.017 
S_eH                     
S_eA                     
S_eF 0.420   1.033 -0.037 0.060 0.063 -0.017     0.000 

 

  T
ra

ns
po

rt
 A
 

Transport B  
2035 A_fF A_eH A_eF T_fF T_eH T_eF S_fF S_eH S_eA S_eF 
A_fF 0.000 0.614 0.247 -0.393 -0.384 -0.380 -0.436 -0.429 -0.430 -0.429 
A_eH -0.614 0.000 -0.367 -1.007 -0.998 -0.994 -1.050 -1.043 -1.044 -1.043 
A_eF -0.247 0.367 0.000 -0.640 -0.631 -0.627 -0.684 -0.676 -0.677 -0.676 
T_fF 0.393 1.007 0.640 0.000 0.009 0.012 -0.044 -0.037 -0.037 -0.036 
T_eH 0.384 0.998 0.631 -0.009 0.000 0.004 -0.052 -0.045 -0.045 -0.045 
T_eF 0.380 0.994 0.627 -0.012 -0.004 0.000 -0.056 -0.049 -0.049 -0.049 
S_fF 0.436 1.050 0.684 0.044 0.052 0.056 0.000 0.007 0.007 0.007 
S_eH 0.429 1.043 0.676 0.037 0.045 0.045 -0.007 0.000 0.000 0.000 
S_eA 0.430 1.044 0.677 0.037 0.045 0.045 -0.007 0.000 0.000 0.000 
S_eF 0.429 1.043 0.676 -0.012 0.045 0.049 -0.007 0.000 0.000 0.000 

 

 T
ra

ns
po

rt
 A
 

Transport B  
2050 A_fF A_eH A_eF T_fF T_eH T_eF S_fF S_eH S_eA S_eF 
A_fF 0.000 0.343 0.162 -0.393 -0.389 -0.386 -0.436 -0.433 -0.433 -0.431 
A_eH -0.343 0.000 -0.182 -0.736 -0.732 -0.729 -0.780 -0.777 -0.777 -0.775 
A_eF -0.162 0.182 0.000 -0.554 -0.550 -0.547 -0.598 -0.595 -0.595 -0.593 
T_fF 0.393 0.736 0.554 0.000 0.004 0.007 -0.044 -0.040 -0.041 -0.039 
T_eH 0.389 0.732 0.550 -0.004 0.000 0.003 -0.047 -0.044 -0.044 -0.043 
T_eF 0.386 0.729 0.547 -0.007 -0.003 0.000 -0.050 -0.047 -0.047 -0.046 
S_fF 0.436 0.780 0.598 0.044 0.047 0.050 0.000 0.003 0.003 0.005 
S_eH 0.433 0.777 0.595 0.040 0.044 0.044 -0.003 0.000 0.000 0.002 
S_eA 0.433 0.777 0.595 0.041 0.044 0.044 -0.003 0.000 0.000 0.002 
S_eF 0.431 0.775 0.593 -0.007 0.043 0.046 -0.005 -0.002 -0.002 0.000 

 

 

  

Table 2 Shift-dependent change in levelized cost of transport A to transport B (base case scenario, electricity source: onshore wind). If transport B 
replaces transport A, the above changes in levelized costs of transport occur. Empty boxes show the non-availability of transport technologies. Dark 
grey boxes are replacements within a transport mode and light gray boxes are replacements across the transport modes. The cost delta decreases 
from 2020 to 2050 as the costs of new technologies and fuels decrease. All shown costs without taxes and subsidies. Aviation (A), trucking (T), 
shipping (S), fossil Fuel (fF), eHydrogen (eH), eAmmonia (eA), eFuel (eF). (Source: own illustration) 
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ALK Alkaline 
a Years 
Bh Block hours 
Capex Capital expenditures 
CO2 Carbon dioxide 
ct Eurocent 
eA, eAmmonia Electricity-based sustainable ammonia 
eF, eFuel Electricity-based sustainable hydrocarbon fuel 
eH, eHydrogen Electricity-based sustainable hydrogen 
el Electricity 
fF, fFuel Fossil-based fuel 
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GWh Gigawatt-hours 
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HFO Heavy fuel oil 
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kW Kilowatt 
kWh Kilowatt-hours 
l  Litre 
LCOeA Levelized cost of eAmmonia 
LCOeEl Levelized cost of electricity 
LCOeF Levelized cost of eFuel 
LCOeH Levelized cost of eHydrogen 
LCOF Levelized cost of fuel 
LCOT Levelized cost of transport 
LCOTA Levelized cost of transport aviation 
LCOTS Levelized cost of transport shipping 
LCOTT Levelized cost of transport trucking 
LCOX Levelized cost of an arbitrary process 
LH2 Liquid hydrogen 
LHV Low heating value 
m Meters 
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MTOW Maximum take of weight 
N Lifetime 
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O&M Operation and maintenance 
Opex Operational expenditures 
PEM Polymer electrolyte membrane 
Q Annual outcome quantity 
R&M Repair and maintenance 
SHF Sustainable hydrogen fuels 
SI Supplementary information 
t Tonnes 
TLCC Total lifecycle cost 
TCO Total cost of ownership 
TEU Twenty-foot equivalent unit 
UCRF Universal capital recovery factor 
ULRC Underground lined rock cavern 
var Variable 
WACC Weighted average cost of capital 
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Data for fuel and transport cost calculations 

We collect raw data for 140 parameters throughout the value chains in five-year increments from 2020 to 2050 

based on publicly available data from articles in peer-reviewed scientific journals and frequently cited reports by 

consultants, agencies and industry experts, validated by practitioners. We interpolate missing data for specific 

years as needed. If more than one or no reference is listed in Table 1, we build a weighted average based on our 

interviews with experts and our own expertise. Following the literature, we assume all costs at industrial scale 

and increasing market diffusion. Hence, strong scaling and learning effects for all components shape the cost 

curves. The upper and lower bounds in parentheses represent the uncertainties used in the sensitivity analysis. 

Data on energy content always refer to the low heating value (LHV). Table 1 is an extract for 2020, 2035 and 

2050.  

Table 1: Extract of data for 2020, 2035 and 2050. The upper and lower bounds in parentheses represent the uncertainties used in the 

sensitivity analysis. Data on energy content always refer to the low heating value (LHV). 

 2020 2035 2050 
Offshore wind  
Capex [€/kWel] 3,200 (+/-500)1–5 2,000 (+495/-505)1–4 1,650 (+/-500)1–4 
Opex [% of Capex] 32,5 
Lifetime [a] 252,5 
Full load hours [h/a] 4,400 (+/-100)5–7 
Sea cable [ct/kWh] 1.502 1.042 0.702 
Onshore wind  
Capex [€/kWel] 1,500 (+/-150)1,2,5,8,9 1,030 (+305/-295)1,2,4,9 950 (+/-250)1,2,4,9 
Opex [% of Capex] 2.51,2,5,9 
Lifetime [a] 201,2,5,9 
Full load hours [h/a] 3,200 (+/-200)2,5,7 
Large hydro 
Capex [€/kWel] 2,3502,10 
Opex [% of Capex] 2.52,10 
Lifetime [a] 502,10 
Full load hours [h/a] 7,000 (+/-1,000)2,10,11 
CO2 direct air capture 
CO2 [€/t] 460 (+/-90)2,12–14 135 (+/-42)2,12,14 80 (+/-30)2,12,14 
Electrolyser (PEM/ALK) 
Capex [€/kWel] 1,100 (+/-390)2,12,15,16 525 (+235/-230)2,12,15,16 330 (+/-190)2,12,15,16 
Opex [% of Capex] 32,9,17 
Lifetime [a] 252,9,16 
Full load hours [h/a] Equal to electricity source 
Efficiency [%] 64.2 (+/-5.7)12 67 (+/-7.0)12 72.2 (+/-6.9)12 
Water cost neglected 
H2 buffer storage 
H2 ULRC [ct/kWhH2] 0.9818 
Storage need [% of total H2] 100 
eFuel synthesis 
Capex [€/kWfuel] 800 (+/-150)2,12,19 525 (+260/-125)2,12,19 400 (+300/-100)2,12,19 
Opex [% of Capex] 3.52,19 
Lifetime [a] 252,19 
Full load hours [h/a] 8,0002 
Feedstock H2 [kWhH2/kWhfuel] 1.252 
Feedstock CO2 [kgCO2/kWhfuel] 0.3412,20 
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Feedstock electricity [kWhel/kWhfuel] 0.04520 
eAmmonia synthesis 
Capex [€/kWfuel] 995 (+/-50)9 
Opex [% of Capex] 59 
Lifetime [a] 309 
Full load hours [h/a] 8,0009 
Efficiency [%] 999 
Feedstock electricity [kWhel/tfuel] 7389 
Feedstock H2 [kgH2/tfuel] 17721 
Feedstock N2 [kgN2/tfuel] 82321 
H2 liquefaction 
Capex [€/kWH2] 2,30022 1,255 (+0/-255)21,22 700 (+300/-0)22 
Opex [% of Capex] 220 
Lifetime [a] 3022 
Full load hours [h/a] 8,00022 
Feedstock electricity [kWhel/kWhH2] 0.36021,22 0.22221,22 0.21021,22 
H2 evaporation [%] 520 
Tank semi-trailer  
LH2 - Capex [€/trailer] 750,00020,23 380,00020,23,24 250,00020,23,24 
LH2 - Net capacity [kg] 4,30023,25 
LH2 - Payload [kg] 4,50023 
fFuel/eFuel - Capex [€/trailer] 60,00026 
fFuel/eFuel - Net capacity [m³] 50 
Fuel independent  
Opex fix [% of Capex] 223 
Mileage [km/a] 65,00020,23 
Lifetime [a] 1223 
Trip length [km] 150 
Return trip empty 
Truck unit 
Capex [€/truck unit] 90,00020,23,26 
Opex fix [% of Capex] 1023,26 
Opex var incl. trailer [€/km] 0.12520,26 
Mileage [km/a] 65,00020,23 
Lifetime [a] 920,23 
Fuel demand [kWh/km] 3.2 (32 l/100km)23,27 
Average speed [km/h] 50 
Driver salary incl. social security [€/h] 25 
Working days; hours [days/a, h/day] 230; 8 
Diesel price net at fuel station [€/l] 126 
Fuel shipping 
LH2 tank ship [ct/kWh*100km] 0.04512 0.03912 0.03812 
eFuel tank ship [ct/kWh*100km] 0.007512 0.004312 0.002512 
eAmmonia tank ship [ct/kWh*100km] 0.012512 0.009312 0.007512 
Distance shipped [km] 500 
Fuel buffer (liquid) 
eH [ct/kWh] 323 1.67 121,24 
eF [ct/kWh] 0.0421 
eA [ct/kWh] 0.32521 
Fuel station (truck) 
fFuel/eFuel - Capex [M€/station] 2 
eH - Capex [M€/station] 620,28,29 420,29 3 
eH - Fuel station  
utilisation rate [%] 

70 85 100 

Fuel independent  
Opex [% of Capex] 1.520,29 
Fuel output max [GWh/a] 4328 
Lifetime [a] 1529 
Long-haul trucking 
Cargo trailer 
Capex trailer [€] 40,00026 
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Lifetime [a] 1223 
Max. payload [t] 2527 
Occupancy rate [%] 100 
Truck (fuel independent) 
Mileage [km/a] 120,00020,26,27 
Lifetime [a] 1020,23 
R&M, tyres incl. trailer [€/a] 15,00020,23,26,29 
Insurance, fees incl. trailer [% of Capex] 526 
General expense (office) [€/a] 3,00026 
Driver salary incl. social security [€/a] 60,000 
Working days; hours [days/a, h/day] 24526; 8 
Travel expense [€/a] 7,000 
Road tolls Norway [€/km] 0.1130 
Truck (fuel dependent) 
fFuel/eFuel (internal combustion engine) 
Capex [€/truck unit] 110,00023,26,29 
Fuel demand [kWhLHV/km] 3.2 (32l/100km)23,26,29 
eHydrogen (fuel cell) 
Capex [€/truck unit] 350,000 (+50,000/-

50,0000)26,27,29,31 
150,000 (+50,000/-20,000)29,32 140,000 (+20,000/-40,000)29,32 

Fuel demand [kWh/km] 2.98 (+/-0.161)12,29,33,34 2.75 (+/-0.161)12,29,33,34 2.69 (+/-0.161)12,29,33,34 
Short-haul aviation 
Aviation (fuel independent) 
MTOW [t] 73.535 
Max. payload [t] 2036 
Flight control rate [€/Bh] 44437 
Fuel handling cost airport [ct/kWh] 0.15 
Crew [€/Bh] 50038,39 
Maintenance variable [€/Bh] 50137 
Maintenance fixed [€/Bh] 40139 
Insurance aircraft [% of Capex] 1.3539 
Cargo handling [€/flight] 15037 
Ground handling [€/flight] 1,37937 
Airport fee [€/flight] 64937 
Block hours per year [Bh/a] 3,30037 
Lifetime [a] 25 
Aviation (fuel dependent) 
fFuel/eFuel (jet engine) 
Capex aircraft [M€] 5040 
Occupancy rate [%] 100% 
Fuel demand [kWh/km] 38.8 (4 l/km)27,35 
eHydrogen (jet engine) 
Capex aircraft [M€]  125 (+/-25)40,41 42 65 (+35/-10)40,41 
Occupancy rate [%]  7527,41–43   7527,41–43 
Fuel demand [kWh/km]  38.841 38.841 
Short-sea shipping 
Shipping (fuel independent)  
Mileage [km/a] 152,01144,45 
Average days at sea [days] 19045 
Working days [days/a] 240 
Loading and unloading days [days/a] 50 
Ship length [m] 13544 
Installed power [kW] 7,20044 
Service speed [knots] 1844 
Lifetime [a] 2546 
Insurance [% of Capex] 247 
Maintenance [€/a] 775,00047 
Crew salary incl. social security [€/h] 200 
Travel expense [€/a] 25,000 
General expense [€/a] 50,00047 
Max. payload (dead-weight) [t] 9,45044 
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Max. container (20Ft) [TEU] 75044 
Occupancy rate [%] 100 
Port fee [€/container] 4548 
Shipping (fuel dependent) 
fFuel/eFuel (internal combustion engine) 
Capex ship [M€/ship] 5046,47 
Tank capacity HFO [GWh] 944 
Fuel demand [kWh/km] 498 (35t/24h)44 
Lubrication [€/a] 350,00044,47 
eHydrogen (fuel cell) 
Capex ship [M€/ship]  100 (+20/-17.5)46,49 65 (+10/-5)46,49 
Fuel demand [kWh/km]  411 (+/-24.9)33 400 (+/-24.9)33 
Lubrication [€/a]  0 0 
eAmmonia (fuel cell) 
Capex ship [M€/ship]  100 (+20/-17.5)46 60 (+10/-5)50 
Fuel demand [kWh/km]  411 (+/-24.9)33 400 (+/-24.9)33 
Lubrication [€/a]  0 0 
Auxiliary data 
WACC  6 % 
Energy density (LHV)  
Diesel 11.89 kWh/kg, 10 kWh/l, 0.841 kg/l51 
HFO 11.39 kWh/kg, 11.28 kWh/l 0.99 kg/l27,51 
Jet fuel A-1 11.99 kWh/kg, 9.7 kWh/l, 0.809 kg/l27,51 
eHydrogen 2.359 kWh/lliquid, 3.00 kWh/Nm³, 33.33 kWh/kg52,53 
eAmmonia 5.28 kWh/kg, 3.19 kWh/lliquid, 0.604 kg/l27,53 
eFuel (simplification; see auxiliary data) 11.50 kWh/kg, 10.00 kWh/l27,51, 0.87 kg/l 
External energy purchase 
Grid electricity prices, contract for 
services excl. taxes [€/kWhel] 

0.031(+/-0.014)54 

Grid electricity prices, contract for 
energy-intensive manufacturing excl. 
taxes [€/kWhel] 

0.0275 (+/-0.0045)55 

Diesel prices (stock exchange),  
excl. taxes [€/l] 

0.70  (+/-0.28)56 

Jet fuel A-1 prices (stock exchange),  
excl. taxes [€/l] 

0.40  (+0.14/- 0.19)57 

HFO (IFO380) prices (stock exchange), 
excl. taxes [€/t] 

0.36 (+0.1/-0.16)58 

NOK/€ 10 
USD/€ 0.85 
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Renewable electricity generation 

Offshore wind 

For wind installation off Norway’s coast, we assume a moderate complexity on the mid- to lower-bound of 

existing cost estimations including uncertainty as the cost range1–3,5. Our Capex degradation is in line with Wiser 

et al. (2021)4, an expert elicitation survey defining a degradation potential of -35% for 2030 and -49% for 2050. 

Opex as 3% of Capex and a lifetime of 25 years are close to or in line with the literature2,5. We use full load hours 

for Sørlige Nordsjø II6, validated by Staffell and Pfenninger (2016)7 and Kost et al. (2021)5. We include additional 

costs for the undersea connection to the mainland following Deutsch et al. (2018)2. 

Onshore wind  

For wind installation in Norway, we assume a medium complexity on the mid-bound of existing cost estimations 

including uncertainty as the cost range1,2,5,8,9. Our Capex degradation is in line with Wiser et al. (2021)4, an expert 

elicitation survey defining a degradation potential of -27% for 2030 and -37% for 2050. Opex as 2.5 % of Capex 

and a lifetime of 20 years are close to or in line with the literature1,2,5,9. We use full load hours for a coastal wind 

location2,5 near Stavanger, validated by Staffel and Pfenninger (2016)7and Kost et al. (2021)5.  

Large hydro  

For a large hydro installation in Norway’s interior, we assume 290 MW electric power and apply a constant 

Capex over the time period without further reduction potential2,10. Opex as 2.5%2,10 of Capex and a lifetime of 50 

years are close to or in line with the literature2,10. We use full load hours for “Aura”11 in Mid-Norway, which 

generates electricity for continuous industrial alumina production. The best-case scenario considers the ability 

to offer baseload electricity. The worst-case scenario is just below the local production of 6,400 hours per year11.  

CO2 direct air capture 

For a direct air capture installation in Norway based on low-temperature solid sorbent technology, we follow 

market leader Climeworks13. Since the technology is still a prototype, and cost data are limited and forecasts are 

widely spread2,12,14,59, we first assumed 460 €/t CO2
12 for 2020 which is slightly lower than $600 per tonne CO2 

from Climeworks in 201713. After consulting with our industry experts, we now assume 135 €/t CO2 in 2035 and 

80 €/t CO2 in 2050, which are averages in the literature2,12,14. 
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Electrolysis 

For a large electrolysis installation in Norway, we follow the latest cost review of Ueckerdt et al. (2021)12, 

including uncertainty as the cost range12,15,19. Alkaline and proton exchange membrane electrolysers are 

commercially available and are suitable for the energy transition16. We assume an average value for both 

technologies representing the electrolysers. We assume an increase in electrolyser efficiency12, common Opex 

and lifetime following the literature2,9,16,17. We harmonize full load hours of hydrogen production with the 

renewable energy source chosen. We calculate water costs per kilowatt hour hydrogen, but neglect them due to 

insignificance.  

H2 buffer storage 

All further process steps such as hydrogen liquification and fuel synthesis require a constant mass flow of 

hydrogen9,19,22, so we include H2 underground lined rock caverns (ULRC) as buffer storage for compressed 

hydrogen60. We assume a levelized storage cost of 0.98 ct/kWh18 hydrogen and apply it to the entire production 

volume.  

eFuel synthesis 

Hydrocarbon synthesis requires continuous production with high full load hours per year2,19. The renewable 

electricity needed comes from the grid with a standard price for energy-intensive manufacturing excluding 

taxes55. For simplicity, we apply data representing Fischer-Tropsch synthesis and methanol synthesis 

technologies, which is in line with the literature2,12,19,21. We assume Capex values following the literature review 

of Brynolf et al. (2018)19, and include uncertainty as the cost range2,12,21. The exact share of hydrogen, carbon and 

electricity as feedstock depends on the end-product, so we calculate eFuel based on the average values from the 

literature2,20. 

eAmmonia synthesis 

eAmmonia synthesis requires continuous production with high full load hours per year9. The renewable 

electricity needed comes from the grid with a standard price for energy-intensive manufacturing excluding 

taxes55. We assume Capex values following Fasihi et. al. (2021)9 and convert them into euros per kilowatt of 

ammonia, and offset the investment cost for ammonia liquefaction (-33 °C61) in the plant Capex9. The 

underlying Haber-Bosch process used in fertilizer production is a sophisticated technology, so we neglect further 

cost reduction9.  
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H2 liquefaction 

H2 liquefaction requires continuous production with high full load hours per year, cooling the gas down to -253 

°C and forcing it to change into a liquid state (LH2)22. The renewable electricity needed comes from the grid with 

a standard price for energy-intensive manufacturing excluding taxes55. We assume electricity demand following 

Hank, Sternberg et al. (2020)21 as a starting value in 2020 and build an average between them and Cardella et al. 

(2017)62 for 2040. For Capex, we reduce the cost estimate for “today” of 2,800 €/kWel in Brinner et al. (2018)22 

(originally based on year 2009) to 2,300 €/kWel. For 2040, we expect their long-term cost target22, which is also 

in line with the reduction potential of 2/3 for large-scale plants calculated by Cardella et al. (2017)62. For both 

electricity demand and Capex, we assume that the target values are reached in 2040 and stable thereafter. We 

assume a hydrogen evaporation rate of 5%20.  

Fuel shipping 

The literature rarely mentions the costs for LH2-tank ships21 because large-scale prototypes exist only as 

concepts.  Compared to existing tank ships for ammonia and crude oil, the limited amount per shipment and 

insulation requirements for liquid hydrogen significantly add to the distribution costs12,21. For all fuel types, we  

calculate a cost for shipping over 4,000 km as the order of magnitude, following Ueckerdt et al. (2021)12, and 

assume a linear relation to translate it into specific costs in €/100*km. We assume an average distance of 500 km 

to supply a majority of Norwegian ports and airports. 

Fuel buffer (liquid) 

After shipping fuel to the nearest port of consumption, we assume a buffer storage to balance mismatched tank 

truck refilling. In case of direct bunkering between tank ships and end-use ships, we consider the storage as 

buffer between production and tank ship refilling. For eH we use existing data for liquid hydrogen storage 

following Reuß et al. (2017)23 and NASA (6,6 M Dollar for 3,500 m³ tank24). We  assume NASA’s long-term cost 

reduction target of 50%21,24 for 2045. For eA and eF buffers we consider no further cost reductions over time due 

to mature technology following Hank et al. (2021)21. 

Tank semi-trailer and truck unit  

We assume that tank semi-trucks, with truck unit and separate tank semi-trailer, supply inland fuel stations, 

which is a cost-efficient solution for countries where pipeline distribution has techno-economic limits63. Due to 

insulation needs, Capex for LH2 trailers are higher than for common fuel trailers20,23,25, but we assume a 33% cost 

reduction for liquid tanks until 205024 and neglect boil-off effects. For eF and fF, we assume a common diesel 
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trailer without further need for conditioning23. Based on our market analysis, we assume trailers with a net fuel 

capacity of 50 m³ which are empty on return trips.  

For the truck unit, we apply common market values for Capex and Opex20,23,26. For simplicity, we assume diesel-

fuelled trucks from 2020 to 2050. We assume a net diesel price of 1€ per litre at fuel stations, and neglect 

Norway’s taxes of about +100%. We assume common values for mileage, lifetime, average speed and working 

days per year, which is in line with the literature20,23,26,27. We assume an average distance of 150 km distribution 

between the nearest port and inland fuel stations.  

Fuel station (truck) 

Fuel station operations run on renewable grid electricity with a standard price for the service sector excluding 

taxes54. For simplicity, we assume an existing eHydrogen fuel station network consisting of stations having liquid 

hydrogen storage and four truck fuel nozzles offering compressed hydrogen on a pressure of 700 bar28. With a 

yearly output of 43 GWh hydrogen, each fuel station supplies more than 50 heavy-duty trucks  per working day, 

assuming fully depleted fuel tanks (tank capacity 80 kg hydrogen)28,29. We calculate and allocate the levelized 

cost of a representative heavy-duty fuel station per fuel dispensed based on interviews with our experts and other 

sources20,28,29. For an fFuel station serving long-haul transport, we assume a constant Capex of 2 M€ from 2020 

to 2050, which also applies to the eFuel case. For an eHydrogen fuel station we calculate with factor 320,28,29 in 

2020, 220,29 in 2035 and 1.5 in 2050, proportionally. For eHydrogen, we also include a utilization rate, considering 

early weaker fuel demand due to a shortage of fuel cell trucks.  

Long-haul trucking 

We assume a common 40-tonne semi-truck with truck unit and separate cargo semi-trailer23,26,29. All costs 

characterizing the truck body and trailer are identical23,26,29. We assume an identical vehicle for the benchmark 

fFuel (truck diesel) and the alternative eFuel. We assume the truck unit has a fuel-cell driven electric motor and 

a hydrogen tank for compressed eHydrogen (700 bar). We consider costs of necessary replacements of 

components, such as fuel cells, over the vehicle’s lifetime by assuming proportionally higher CAPEX.  For 

eHydrogen we apply a factor of 3.226,27,29,31 in 2020, 1.429,32 in 2035 and 1.329,32 in 2050, proportionally to the Capex 

of a fossil-fuel–based truck23,26. See Table 1 for the cost range of Capex. We depreciate all vehicles over their 

lifetime to circumvent the uncertainty of residual values for new technologies. Calculating the fuel efficiency, we 

assign 32 l diesel per 100 km23,26,29 to an efficiency of 38%27. The fuel cell-based drive train has a total efficiency 

of 45.0% in 2020 (60%29,33 fuel cell, 75%12 el. engine and battery), 52.1% in 2035 (69,4%33 fuel cell, 75%12 el. engine 
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and battery) and 54.0% in 2050 (72%33 fuel cell, 75%12 el. engine and battery), proportionally. See Table 1 for the 

efficiency range applying +/- 5% variation as uncertainty. We assume that combustion engine research 

eventually ceases and neglect further efficiency gains. For maintenance cost, we assume a compensation of low-

maintenance electric drive trains and less optimized services. We assume the same maintenance cost for all fuel 

types.  To determine the total cost of ownership, we use market data from interviews with our experts and other 

sources20,23,26,27,29,33,64. 

Road tolls vary throughout Norway, so we calculate an average value for the transport triangle Oslo-Bergen-

Trondheim (with AutoPass, diesel truck, >3.5 tonnes, Euro VI)30, to represent the costs of the road infrastructure 

used. Although Norway’s toll system excludes sustainable freight transport30, we neglect government 

intervention. 

Short-sea shipping 

Short-sea shipping denotes maritime freight transport along coastlines between countries on the same 

continent. We use the publicly available data on Enforcer44, a typical mid-sized container ship45. For all fuel 

types, we assume the same occupancy rate and neglect any loss of cargo hold caused by different fuel energy 

densities, assuming adjustments in future ship design. For a vessel using fFuel (heavy fuel oil, HFO) or eFuel, 

we use Capex of 50 M€44,46. We assume ~5 M€ for the internal combustion engine (7.200 kW) with HFO tank (9 

GWh), following Horvath et al. (2018)49 and Hansson et al. (2020)50. For the eHydrogen ship (fuel cells and 

cryotanks), we use the long-term values of Taljegard et al. (2014)46 and Horvath et al. (2018)49, and assume a 

factor of 2 in 2035 and 1.3 in 2050, proportionally to the Capex of the fFuel case. For the eAmmonia case (fuel 

cells and cooling tanks), we assume a simpler on-board fuel storage49,65 and initially higher fuel cell costs49,53, and 

assume a factor of 246 in 2035 and 1.250 in 2050. We consider costs of necessary replacements of components, 

such as fuel cells, over the vehicle’s lifetime by assuming proportionally higher CAPEX.  See Table 1 for the cost 

range of Capex.  

We assume a fuel demand of around 35 t/day44 including auxiliary engine fuel and assign it to an engine 

efficiency of 45%27,46,49,50. Both fuel-cell–based drive trains have a total efficiency of 62,5% (69,4%33 fuel cell, 90%12 

el. engine) in 2035 and 64,8% in 2050 (72%33 fuel cell, 90%12 el. engine), proportionally (market launch 203050). 

See Table 1 for the efficiency range applying +/- 5% variation as uncertainty. We assume combustion engine 

research eventually ceases and neglect further efficiency gains for combustion engines. 
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For maintenance cost, we assume a compensation of low-maintenance electric drive trains and less optimized 

services. We assume the same maintenance cost for all fuel types.   

To identify the total cost of ownership we collect market data from our expert interviews and other sources44–47. 

There are regional variations of port fees, so we calculate the cost of Enforcer44 at Bergen port48 with a fairway 

fee, quay fee, cargo fee, loading/unloading fee and administrative fee. Although Norway excludes sustainable 

freight transport from public fees, we neglect government intervention. 

Short-haul aviation 

We use the specifications of the Airbus A32027,35,36,40 adjusted to the freighter version produced by Elbe-

Flugzeug-Werke (A320-P2F)36. Although the freighter version is usually offered as a retrofit of second-hand 

passenger planes, we assume costs for new planes. The  Airbus A320 list price of 110 M USD in 201840 is publicly 

available, but airlines commonly order many planes to take advantage of high discounts39. We assume Capex of 

50 M€ for a new freighter with fFuel (Jet A-1) or eFuel. Cost estimates for eH-based planes are rare41, so we use 

the recently published design of the Airbus Turbofan42 with a planned market launch in 2035. The plane has 

hydrogen storage cryotanks in the rear and the fuel burns in modified turbine engines. For Capex, we choose a 

factor of 2.5 in 2035, expecting significantly higher costs in the market launch year compared to conventional 

planes27. For 2050 we assume a massive cost decrease to a factor of 1.3 that still meets the challenges of complex 

fuel storage technology27,41. See Table 1 for the cost range of Capex. Aircraft leasing is common, but we purchase 

and fully depreciate planes over their lifetimes, which leads to noticeably higher Capex costs compared to leasing 

values39. By using a constant methodology however, we obtain a better comparison to other transport modes. 

Assessing recent developments in aviation design42, we assume an occupancy rate of 75%27,41,43 for hydrogen-

fuelled planes, which represents the expected loss of cargo hold due to the weight and volume of cryotanks27. 

We assume a compensation of the higher tank mass with the considered occupancy limit and assume the same 

fuel demand for all fuel types41. Although the current regulations only allow a blending of 50%66 Fischer-

Tropsch-based eF we assume a 100% fF substitution to achieve full decarbonization. 

To identify the total cost of ownership we use a detailed cost breakdown for operating an A320 passenger flight 

with 1,350 km and 2.33 block hours following Brützel (2017)37,39, adjusted and supplemented with freight-

specific parameters36 and data from interviews with our experts. We assume the same maintenance cost for all 

fuel types. Equal to existing refuelling, we assume direct bunkering between tank trucks and aircraft for all 

cases67.   
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Auxiliary data  

Weighted average cost of capital (WACC) significantly affects final costs, so we consider values for sustainable 

energy investments (3–5%68) and transport investments (10%68), following Short et al. (1995), and apply a value 

of 6% for all calculations.  

For eFuel use, we simplify the calculations and do not distinguish between synthetic diesel, maritime fuel and 

jet fuel by using an average value (11.5 kWh/kg, 10 kWh/l) representing all subtypes. See Table 1 for the energy 

densities of the fuel types. 

We use 2012–2021 data on Norwegian grid electricity prices for energy-intensive manufacturing54,55 and 

services54 excluding taxes and subsidies. We assume 100% renewable electricity from 2020 to 2050. 

We compare eH, eA and eF fuels with their fF substitutes (trucking: diesel, shipping: HFO, aviation: Jet A-1). 

Considering fossil fuel price volatility, we include a range of historic values. For trucking, we use stock market 

prices for diesel between 2011 and 202156, for shipping, we use stock market prices for HFO between 2019 and 

202158 and for aviation, we use stock market prices for Jet A-1 between 2014 and 202157. We neglect all taxes and 

subsidies. We apply the same distribution costs of eFuel to the fFuel case. The error bars in Figures 2–7 (paper) 

show the effects of the cost variations for each fuel.  

Sensitivity analysis 

We use best- and worst-case scenarios to investigate data uncertainties for the future technologies. We calculate 

the maximum error distribution and add it as error bars to our results in Figures 2–7 (paper). We choose the 23 

most uncertain parameters based on our internal data collection and also follow the literature on large data 

distribution. 

The 23 most uncertain parameters are: 

• Capex wind power (offshore/onshore) 
• Full load hours wind power (offshore/onshore) 
• Full load hours hydropower 
• CO2 cost direct air capture 
• Capex electrolysis 
• Efficiency electrolysis 
• Capex eFuel synthesis 
• Capex eAmmonia synthesis 
• Capex hydrogen liquefaction 
• Capex hydrogen truck  
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• Fuel demand hydrogen truck  
• Capex hydrogen aircraft  
• Capex hydrogen/ammonia vessel  
• Fuel demand hydrogen/ammonia vessel  
• Grid electricity stock prices (energy-intensive manufacturing/services) 
• Diesel stock prices excl. taxes 
• Jet fuel refinery prices excl. taxes 
• HFO stock prices excl. taxes 
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